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Furthermore, through automation and hyperautomation, the RPA and AI technologies have the
potential to change the delivery of work and the future of work for both Sitel Group and UiPath. By
delivering positive customer experiences, we can fundamentally transform the way people work at

the end of the day and drive employee adoption, said OBrien. In order to achieve digital
transformation, innovation, and people first, new processes need to be automated; this is the future
of work and it starts with Sitel Group and UiPath. In addition to the CX experience, automation and
hyperautomation together create a unique opportunity for Sitel Group to serve its customers. To

ensure our clients are able to respond quickly and have peace of mind, we must enable our agents
to focus on the key aspects of service delivery that impact the customer experience and ensure

automation will support the necessary workload to support a high-quality customer experience. The
RPA and AI technologies will enable the automation of complex processes that enable us to empower

our agents to spend more time with customers, reducing costs, increasing productivity, and
increasing customer satisfaction, said OBrien. With this in mind, automation is the next innovation

that the industry needs to focus on, and through this partnership, UiPaths technology will power Sitel
Group to exceed our clients needs and deliver innovative solutions that optimize workflows and

deliver phenomenal customer experiences. With over 4.6 billion dollars of revenue, the Lx900 has
helped to create a new way for companies to automate workflows with a more efficient approach to

the way organizations operate. With countless business customer use cases, and an open source API,
any partner can easily integrate UiPath Hyperautomation platform into their existing business
infrastructure to help speed time to market. As a result, UiPath helps Sitel Group leverage the
technology and experience that will help its business to gain an edge on its competition. By

leveraging UiPaths RPA and AI capabilities, we can continue to develop new solutions that benefit the
CX and further accelerate our clients transformation journey.
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our system would have to support the most current version of our property management system and
would have to be a digital channel replacement for our association’s current software. in addition, it
would need to provide seamless integration with sitel group’s workflow and help us serve our agents
more effectively. uipath’s product is quickly becoming the industry standard for process automation,

and sitel group has been using it for our real estate automation product for several years. that
experience validated uipath’s ability to deliver. beginning february 24, 2019, uipath customers can
integrate with the sitel platform to automate any of their processes and tap into the company's vast
industry expertise for a deeper understanding of their customers and processes. technology plays a

crucial role in delivering a great customer experience. at sitel, we have more than 18 years of
experience helping companies build a more efficient and effective workforce. we leverage artificial

intelligence and advanced analytics to automate many processes and make our customers'
processes more efficient and effective, with the goal of creating positive customer experiences. we
are excited to work with uipath to bring our solutions and services to many industries. together we

will accelerate our customers' ability to scale and create better customer experiences. - marc borth,
chief executive officer, sitel 54011 - social media mgmt companies by annual sales for 54011 click
for complete profiles: social media management inc amazon business services inc sitel worldwide

corporation avaya inc exlservice holdings inc alltel communications corporation vxi global solutions
llc comcast corporation affinion group inc this industry comprises (1) establishments primarily

engaged in providing services for the management of social-media presence and (2) establishments
primarily engaged in providing services for the management of social-media presence. social-media
management establishments may provide services for the management of social-media presence for
clients who use social-media networks, such as facebook, twitter, youtube, and linkedin. 5ec8ef588b
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